
It’s me box – Diana Silva 

 

I have  chosen my drumsticks because I play the drums, it is something I really love, and recently 

I’ e ee  o i ated to e the dru er of the Youth Or hestra here I’ e ee  ha i g dru  
classes. 

Macbeth” by William Shakespeare represents my passion for literature, along with my passion for 

plays and cinematography. 

I brought my guitar pick because I play the guitar. I can only play the basic chords, but I intend to 

improve my skills on this instrument. 

These are my earphones, I arry the  e ery here, si e I’  al ays, constantly listening to music. 

The book Looking for Alaska  by John Green is not exactly one of my favourites but it actually 

changed my point of view on love and made me grow up a bit, and that is truly important. 

This is a postcard from Paris, I went there last year. Paris is absolutely one of my favourite cities in 

the whole world. This also shows my wish to travel everywhere. 

I chose to include this hat because it reminds me of my younger brother, he has a hat similar to 

this one. But the hat is also a way to describe myself, it symbolizes the fact that I can be whoever I 

want to be, and that is a really important message. 

I live near the beach, I love to surf and swim, especially in the summer, I really like living close to 

the ocean, and this small shell is fro  Pedras Negras , a ea h I frequently go to. 

The ook Cos os  by Carl Sagan shows my fascination with astronomy, the universe, philosophy 

and life itself; it makes me think a lot about life and all that surrounds us. 



And last but not least, this is a ideo tape fro  the Dead Poets So iety  o ie, it represents my 

wish to belong to past generations because of the music, movies and technologies used. It also 

shows my enthusiasm for old and classic movies, this is one of my favourites. 


